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Model Number: 20110521

WaterPro Auto Detail and Carpet Cleaning Machine 20110521

Manufacturer: Maxx Ind

 Water Pro Auto Detail and Carpet Cleaning Machine
Professional Auto Detailing Carpet
&amp; Upholstery Cleaning Machine
Perfectly suited for auto detailing using extraction technology to spray water deep into
carpet pile and immediately vacuum dirt and stains away. 

The commercially robust Water Pro Vac is decked out with features that make it
powerful enough to tackle all types of messes from light debris to deep stains. This
compact vacuum cleaner on casters can be moved around the room with ease,
making it a vacuum that can be used with minimal effort or strain to the user. It's also
equipped with several handy features, so you can easily clean carpet, upholstery,
stairs and even your vehicle. 

Very powerful motor that guarantees very little moisture being left after cleaning.
Easy-grasp detergent spray pump that shoots detergent directly from the handle to
the carpet or upholstery.
Two separate compartments for cleaning solution and dirty water.
Removable waste tank that makes it easy to empty the dirty water Includes steel floor
wand and hand / upholstery tool, plus extension rod.
This vacuum is light weight and on casters for easy mobility. 

Rated voltage: 120 volt Solution tank capacity: 
6.5 litres Waste tank capacity: 7 litres
Rated current: 5.5 amps 
Motor power: 1100 watt Airflow: 
46.1 litres / second 
Pump power: 50 watt Pump pressure: 4 bar / 58 psi Flow rate: 2 litres / minute 
Vac Hose length: 3 metres 
Noise level: 78 dB(A) 
Maximum airflow: 1.8m&sup3; / minute 
Maximum water lift: 2000-2100 H&sup2;O mm 
Dimensions: 365W * 530B * 430H mm 
Weight - empty: 10 kg 

Sales Tax collected in CA and TX
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 21 May, 2014
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